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THE MIXING BOWL 
News From Here and There . .. 
Wax Brightens Life for Luggage 
You'll have to admit that your travel-
ing bags and suitcases and trunks lead 
a dog's life of it trying to k eep up their 
facial cheer and general natty appearance 
while being kicked about unceremonious-
ly on station platfo1·ms and in crowded 
storerooms. 
To revive these old or saddened travel-
ing companions to their former sleek and 
shining luster, treat them frequently 
with generous coats of wax. First brush 
them thoroughly. Then rub in two coats 
of soft wax, polishing the first to a bright 
luster before applying the second. The 
wax will nourish and preserve the 
leather and help to form a hard, pro-
tective film. 
Chinese Stunt Saves Mirrors 
l<'or a clever way to patch up seve11 
year's bad luck and a cracked mirror all 
at the same time, we are indebted to the 
Chinese. Over the crack in the minor 
they paint the stem of a flower, if the 
crack runs upward, or of a vine, if it 
runs horizontally. The design may be 
finished with a flower or a few leaves, in 
a natmal or conventionalized form. Try 
this before you t lHow way the next 
cracked mirror. 
We Clean Up the Brush Problem 
'l'he next time you clean garments in 
gasoline or naphtha, don't throw out the 
cleaning solution until you have cleaned 
with it all t he household whisk brooms, 
clothes brushes, brooms and dusters. 
New Butter Puts Pep in Picnics 
In making brown bread sandwiches, 
have you ever tried using savory butter 
for the sandwich filling~ It is an un-
usual variation and makes a tasty sand-
wich which will keep your guests guess-
ing as to "what in the wol'ld mak es this 
so good." Hm·e is the recipe for savory 
butter. 
1 lb. butter. 
3 thsp. boiling water 
3 tbsp. lemon juice 
%, tsp. prepared mustard 
14 tsp. cayenne 
Cut the softened butter into small 
pieces in a bowl and cream it with a 
wooden spoon, gmdually adding the boil-
ing water. Add the seasonings and cream 
them well into the butter. Savory butte1· 
may be used alone or in addition to meat 
filling in a sandwich. If used with meat, 
a little onion juice and celery salt may 
be added to the butter to give more sea-
soning. Any of the following may also 
be added to savory butter for variations: 
grated horse radish, pimento puree, cat-
sup, curry powder, finely chopped green 
pepper or chopped green parsley. 
Home Economics Stands for-
" The ideal home life of today unham-
pered by the traditions of the past. 
The utilization of all the resources of 
modern science to improve the home life. 
The freedom of the home from the 
dominance of things, and their due sub-
ordination to ideals. 
The simplicity in material surround-
ings which will most free the spiri t for 
the more important and permanent in-
terests of the home and society." 
-Georgia Home E conomics Bulletin 
for 1929. 
Saute the Sandwich Left-overs 
After the picnic, who wants those not-
so-fresh sandwiches~ Left-over sandwiches 
may be toasted or sauted in a small 
amount of butter and served with or with-
out a sauce over them. 
Chicago Expert Lauds I. S. Grad 
Home economics students from E1J.-
kader High School, E lkader, I owa, made 
off 'vith so many prizes in the home econ-
omics judging contests, held at Iowa 
State last spring, that the Home Econ-
omics Supervisor of Chicago sent an in-
structoi· from Chicago to visit the school 
to ferret out the cause of all this 'vin-
ning. 
The cause p1·oved to be Ruth M. Davis, 
'29, who is home economics instructor at 
Elkader, and who was in charge of the 
students who participated in the con· 
test. The visiting investigator compli-
mented the whole school system ~.n its 
orderliness and industry and was es-
pecially impressed with the home econ-
omics department. 
Pointers on Division of Loaves 
A three-pound sandwich loaf of bread 
will eut into 58 or 60 thin slices of bread 
for tea sandwiches, and into 36 slices 
(about 1,4 inch in thickness) fo1· the sub-
stantial sandwich used for lunches or for 
picnics. 
Are You a Juice Economist? 
Approximately one-third of every can 
of fruit you buy is juice. Don't waste it. 
Be economical, save it and enter it into 
your menu in puddings, gelatines or sal-
ads. 
Stretching the Celery Season 
Save and dry celery tops ; put them 
into glass jars and use to flavor stews 
when celery is scar ce. Parsley may also 
be dried in this way. 
Anemia May Mark Pregnancy 
Every expectant mother should have 
systematic blood examinations throughout 
the antenatal period. Anemia, resulting 
from the pregnant condition, is common 
among mothers. This anemic condition is 
due to the withdrawal of iron from the 
body of the mother to be utilized in fOTm-
ing hemoglobin in the blood of the 
foetus and is also due to the increase 
in blood volume in her body. Therefore, 
it is highly important for the mother to 
keep her body adequately supplied with 
iron-rich foods during this period. 
Foods rich in vitamins and hem<r-
globin-building substances such as liver, 
kidney, red meats, apricots, peaches, 
prunes and large doses of iron are de-
cidedly valuable to those with a tend-
ency toward anemia. 
However, in addition the proper medi-
cal treatment p1·escribed by a physician 
should be given all patients with a blood 
count well below the normal level. 
If X = the Bread-spread-
About one quart of sandwich filling 
will be needed to spread the sandwiches 
f r om a three-pound loaf of bread. 
Substitute Tip Saves Chocolate 
Did you know that three level table-
spoons of cocoa equals one squm·e of 
chocolate~ 
' 
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Homemaking at: 60 Below • • • 
By Martha Park, H. Ec. Ed. Alaska Makes Her Bow 
H ow would you like to b e a home-maker where it is so cold that you 
can fxost a lung- where fresh 
foods are so expensive that if you lose 
your can opener you a re quite likely to 
A Moon-drenched Alas.kan Home 
go hungry- where you can't even feed 
the family on bxead and milk very often, 
because milk, too, is outrageously expen-
sive~ These are some of the problems 
of a homemaker in Alaska. 
The climate of Alaska makes the 
housewife's problems there very different 
from those here in the middlewest. The 
climate of the interior ranges f rom a 
tempexatm·e of 95 degrees above zero in 
summer to 55 or 60 degrees below zero 
in winter. 
Since conditions vary so greatly with 
the section of the country or the location 
and size of the town, I will confine my 
talk to homemaking in F ail-banks, Alas-
ka, which is sometimes called the "heart 
of Alaska". It was in this part of the 
Territory that I spent four years. 
The Interior is peopled mostly with 
the white race, a large percentage of 
which is Scandinavian. There a re a few 
Indians and an occasional negro. There 
are miners, teachers, merchants, farmers, 
millers, trappers and government em-
ployees. Many of the homemakers are 
forme1· Alaskan school teachers. Large 
mining companies send graduates of our 
best Universities to undertake the diffi-
cult pxoblems of the far nm·th, hence, the 
pexcentage of college-trained homemakers 
is very high. 
'rhe majority of homes are one-stoxy 
log buildings. Fxom the extel'iox they are 
quite unpretentious. 'l'he interiors, how-
ever, a re quite surprising. In t he better 
homes thexe are modern plumbing, ftu-
nace heat, electric lights and appliances, 
hardwood floors and comfortable fur-
nishings. To many, the f urnishings 
would seem luxurious. The homemakers 
men's and women's shops, variety stores, 
bakeries, meat markets, groceries, restau-
rants and garages. 
For several reasons, meal planning in 
the north is more diffi.cult than it is 
here in the states. During the winter , 
due to boat and t rain service, fresh foods 
a.nive only once a week. When a boat 
is wrecked or there is a snow slide, it 
may be two or three weeks before fresh 
foods arrive, and often, then they a re 
no longer fresh. Thus the problem of 
having salad, without the expected let-
tuce, celery, cabbage, or fruit is some-
times a difficult one. 
Freight charges are approximately one-
third the value of the goods. This is im-
portant in the economics of food. It 
seems foolish to pay freight on a poor 
quality of food when for a few cents 
more, one can have the best quality . 
Perishables a1·e very expensive. What 
might be a cheaper cut of meat in the 
states becomes quite high priced when 
freight is paid on fat and bones. 
One can easily see why canned goods 
play a most important part in the North-
erner 's diet . With apples "three for 
two-lJits," a number 214 can of p eaches 
' of the north take great 
pride in appointments 
for the table, hence, in 
many homes there is the 
finest of sterling silver, 
pewter, pottery and im-
ported glassware. Beau-
tiful linens enhance rare 
ancl lovely dishes such as 
Wedgewood, Len ox and 
Haviland and Spode. Fur-
nishings that are popu-
lar here are now popular 
in the North. Fast trains 
carry the latest fashions 
direct from New York to 
Seattle, from where they 
reach the Interior within 
Dog Racing- the Passion of the North 
ten days. This is also true of cloth-
ing. One is able to pmchase prac-
tically anything he wishes in the towns. 
There are drugst ores, mercantile stores, 
at 45 cents is a bargain. 
The food budget is reduced however, 
by the supplementing of game. In the 
(Continued on page 14) 
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"Tell Me a Story. " • • 
I l' is not ari uncommon occurrence for a child to leave his toys, and, bring-
ing his picture book, ask for a story. 
'!'hen-what to tell him' Young child-
ren enjoy stories with much repetition of 
phrases in them. It is such fun to hear 
how the horses go "cloppity-clop" on the 
pavement, and how the kitten goes "meo,w, 
meow" for its saucer of cream. They 
learn to watch for the places where such 
phrases occur, and their little faces beam 
as occasionally they vounteer to repeat 
them with the story teller. It is in this 
way that their vocabularies may be in-
creased as they hear strange words again 
and again. 
By Anafred St:ephenson 
about how the tiny acorn becomes covm·ed 
by the leaves and grass and is protect-
ed from the snow through the long 
winter, and then how t he cheerful rain 
and the warm sun encourage it to try and 
become great like the huge tree beneath 
which it lives. Explain the various stages 
of its development---4;he growth of little 
J"ootlets and branches-until finally it 
becomes a huge tree itself and starts 
other little acorns to follow in its foot-
steps. And you can trace it on through 
life until it becomes large enough to be 
transformed into lovely chairs, tables, 
and beds to add to the comfort of the 
child himself. 
Teach him by the stories you tell to 
see and appreciate the beautiful things 
about him. This spring when he goes for 
a walk in the woods with you, point out 
the violets and other flowers and bring 
them into a story either then or later. 
Call his attention to a rabbit scunying 
by, to the squirrels and birds in the 
trees, for innumerable animal stories a1·e 
available that impress upon the child that 
creatures in the animal kingdom are also 
alive and eat and sleep somewhat as he 
does. 
Besides enjoying stories closelY' re-
la ted to his own environment, a child will 
occasionally like to hear fantastic tales. 
He enjoys hearing about the little pig 
who was successful in "huffing and puf-
fing," while at the same time he under-
stands that little pigs he sees in the barn-
yard cannot really do that. "It's just a 
story," one small boy was heard to ex-
plain to another child who protested that 
pigs don't wear coats as the one pictured 
in the story book did. 
There is a mmor purpose of story tell-
ing, that of moralizing, but care must be 
taken not to carry this to extremes or 
the child's interest will wane, and he will 
fail to derive the chief benefits of story 
hour-joy, fun, and increased knowledge. 
Tell your ch ild stories of real life, stor-
ies of familiar things, and stories of 
unfamiliar things. A delightful story 
can be woven around the everyday occur-
rence of the grocery man delivering gro-
ceries from house to house. The mere 
fact that the child quickly recognizes the 
situation and relates it to his own life, 
makes it a pleasing and satisfying story 
to hear. Stories of children in other 
lands, if told simply enough, will stimu-
late an interest in foreign countries and 
customs, as well as make the child realize 
the vastness of the world. 
Fords • 1n Old Cairo • • • 
Nature study is always a desirable field 
from which to get stories. Tell a child 
Finding Friends in Books 
"L~~T'S go modern," seems to be the 
coming slogan of even the most 
provincial of foreign cities, ac-
cording to Miss Mary Gabrielson, textiles 
and clothing instructor, who spent five 
months last year traveling in Europe 
and Africa. 
"Many of the r,ities in foreign conn-
tires are so modern that one hardly knows 
he is in a foreign city," declares Miss 
Gabrielson. "To see Fords, Chevrolets 
and Nashs flashing past in the streets of 
Cairo while you santer in and out 
through the maze of modern buildings 
and automobile shops makes you think 
yourself back in the states rather than in 
the chief city of Egypt." 
Miss Gabrielson and two friends, not 
satisfied with the prospect of being 
merely three more American tourists on 
an ovenrowdcd liner, chose an export 
cargo boat as their means of travel and 
so left l(l"ew York March 29, 1930, in the 
company of 10 other passengers who were 
equally undesirous of "doing" the con-
tinent in the usually determined Ameri-
can manner. 
Miss Gabrielson and company spent the 
first part of their trip in Africa, visiting 
par ts of the desert, old cities, and the 
high lights of Cairo. In the native parts 
of this city they found cobble stone 
streets, old fashioned bazaars and very 
p1·imitive living conditions. 
Sacred bulls, ancient Egyptian tombs 
and a ll the trumpery and wealth which 
once clu ttered the tomb of King Tnt-
By Helen Jewell 
ankh-amen made a triumphal ending to 
the African visit. 
Following a five-day cruise across the 
Mediterranean, Miss Gabrielson proceed-
ed to Italy where she was fascinated by 
the ruined city of Pompeii and the mod-
ern excavations now going on there. 
"Everything is in a state of excellent 
preservation, and one can see that the 
ancients' appreciation of art was far 
ahead of ours in many ways," commented 
Miss Gabrielson. "In Pomueii we studied 
the remains of beautiful h~mes, the water 
system pipes and castes of Pompiians 
who had been engulfed by the falling 
ashes and whose expressions of agony 
experienced when they died are horribly 
evident." 
After several days spent in Rome, 
Florence and Venice, Miss Gabrielson 
entered :E'rance and later England. In 
both London and Paris she found that 
department stores are not on a par with 
those in America, but that the exclusive 
shops, on the other hand, are unbeliev-
ably beautiful. 
"Will I go abroad again~ Yes, in-
deed, I should like to," concluded Miss 
Gabrielson with emphasis. "And when 
I do, I shall go just as I have this time 
-traveling independently and going 
where and as I wish. 
"While the regularly scheduled tours 
a1·e doubtless highly educational, pro-
viding one can retain such a concentrated 
diet of cathedrals, tombs and ruins, such 
truveling gives little opportunity for 
gra.tifying individual whims." 
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Hort:icult:ural Hunches . • • 
By Nellie Goethe Plant Your Garden on Paper 
((WHERE you can't raise flowers, 
you can't raise kiddies, ' ' once 
remarked a student of science 
and human nature, who added sagely that 
a home without horticulture is no home 
at all, but merely a habitation. There-
fore, let's talk horticulture, which from 
ancient times has included the cultivation 
of fruits, vegetables, trees and ornament-
als. 
The living habits of the American peo-
ple have rapidly and radically changed, 
and the amount of leisure time has great-
ly increased. This permits men and wo-
men to turn their attention to literature, 
music, art, flower growing and the m·-
rangement of home grounds. 
Horticulture products fall into two 
classes, those that have to do with food 
and those that deal with the beautifica-
tion of homes. Since food is a primary 
product without which a people perish, 
the suggestions on the cultivation of 
fruits and vegetables may well be printed 
first. These suggestions are given by 
Mr. J . C. Cunningham, professor in the 
Horticulture Department at Iowa State 
College. 
Approximately one-third of the food 
supply of the average American comes 
and many, at the same time, add to the 
beauty and interest of the grounds. 
L et us first consider the vegela bles. 
Spring moves no1thward at the rate of 
between 10-15 miles per day. Each veg-
etable has a temperature at which it 
makes the most satisfactory growth and 
development. The wise homemaker aims . 
to plant her vegetables at such a time 
and in such a place as to take the great-
est possible advantage of this optimum 
temperature for growth and development. 
The best temperature for the growth and 
development of potatoes, for example, is 
about 64 degrees Fahrenheit. Jt so hap-
pens that this is the ·average tempera-
ture of the state of Florida for the mo'!lth 
of January, and is also the average for 
the northern part of the states of Wis-
consin, Michigan, portions of New York, 
Maine and certain of the mountain states 
for the month of July. This means that 
early potatoes for the 1931 crop were 
making a luxuriant growth in Florida in 
January, and will be on the market in the 
middle of March. 
Cabbage, likewise, has about the 
same optimum temperature as potatoes. 
'l'his means that the wise homemaker will 
plant her potatoes and cabbage as early 
Vegetabies may be divided into two 
classes: warm season and cool season 
crops. For the most part, those which 
are grown for their leaves, stems, or 
roots, are cool season crops. Lettuce, 
radishes, canots, spinach, cabbage, as-
paragus and celeq, to be at their best, 
must make a rapid growth and mature 
when the days are cool, either in late 
spring or early fall, and not during the 
hot days. Those which are grown for 
their seed or for £mit are, for the most 
part, warm season crops and should not 
be planted until the leaves on the oak 
trees are as large as rabbit's ears. In 
this class we find tomatoes, peas, musk-
melons, sweet corn, and egg plant. 
The homemaker will be interested in 
getting vegetables as early as possible, 
when the appetite is keen for t ,,cm, and 
the market price is very high. Plants 
that are started on their way in flats in 
the house, transplanted t~ strawberry 
boxes, or paper pots, can take advantage 
of the warmth inside and have a running 
start when favorable spring weather ar-
rives. 
The hotbed in which the heat is fur-
nished by decomposition of horsebarn Jit-
ter will interest a few homemakers; the 
A - Fr""if.'!S C a.t'le-.!i> 
8 .- Re-'\eVV'a.( .Sf>c.A. Y'-$ 
C - 11'\a. • "\ l3 ul,-'1 o ~ v't "-e 
P runing a Grape Vine by the 4-Arm K niffen Method. Three-fourths of Last Year's Growth May Be Cut Away. 
from fruits and vegetables, either in the 
fresh, canned or evaporated form. Most 
fresh fruits and vegetables are always 
welcome, and those which are skillfully 
produced from the home grounds have an 
interest from the standpoint of thrift, 
of satisfaction and of skillful production, 
as the ground is ready to receive them, 
and will expect to harvest fine products 
early in July. Those which will be rip-
ening in mid-August, or during good corn 
weather, will give neither satisfaction to 
the homemaker nor to the members of 
her family. 
cold frame, which has no artificial heat, 
and is only a sloping box, covered with 
muslin or glass will interest many home-
makers. The planting box, or so-called 
''flat,'' which may be kept in the 
house will interest them still more. 
(Continued on page 16 ) 
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Tailor Yourself With Tape • • • 
ttl WANT something different!" rises 
the cry of every normal woman as 
she contemplates the purchase or 
production of some new garment. And, 
we ask, why shouldn't she wish something 
different-for she is different. Two wo-
men may wear the same size of dress, 
yet the dress may be becoming to one 
and be most unattractive on the ot her. 
\Vhy f Because it has the right lines for 
the one and the wrong lines for the other. 
By Pearl Rock 
lem. The muslin can easily be pulled into 
a fullness. 
Peplums, bole1·os and jackets are all 
possibilities with the tape. In fact, there's 
no end to the things you may do, and 
once you get started you'll think of lots 
of ideas you'll want to try. Godets, 
pleats, pockets, even applique and em-
broidery and all sorts of set-in pieces 
may be indicated by a line of the t ape. 
Just cut the tape into various sized 
pieces and t ry it. Have the courage to 
try anything, the mistakes tell what is 
not good, and only a few pins will 11eed 
to be 1·emoved to remedy it. 
The essentials to success are observa-
tion, imitation and calculation. Many 
think that good taste in clothes is a gift 
or t hat right choice of suitable dress is a 
birthright, but nothing could be farther 
from the truth. 
Anne Rittenhouse, in her book, "The 
Well-Dressed Woman," advises every wo-
man to use her mirror. She should watch 
with a keen eye the mistakes of the w<r 
men about her. Their defects may result 
in her improvement. She must surrender 
to her type-there is no use to fool her-
self. She must realize her limitations or 
she is a failure. So says Miss Ritten-
house. 
It is not in a frequent change of 
clothes, but in their fi t ness for each oc-
casion, that a woman achieves the repu-
tation of being well-dressed. 
"But how am I to know what lines a re 
best fo1· me~" you ask. The answer is 
simple, and you need go to no expensive 
designer to find it. Be yom own designer. 
The equipment necessary for the con-
struction of a design which will suit you 
includes a width of muslin of dress 
length, a bolt or two of colored bias tape, 
pins, scissors, a long mirror and a sister, 
mother or friend. 
Iowa State Mourns Former Dean 
The p1·oduct will not b e a dress, b ut a 
model upon which you may experiment 
and discover for yourself those lines of 
neck, sleeve, waist or collar which are 
most becoming to your figure. 
Work in front of the mirror, as it will 
be an advantage both to you and to the 
one who is doing the modeling. Fold over 
one side of the muslin so that it is the 
same width as a dress front, and slit t his 
width about six inches down the center 
from the top. Fold the corners of the slit 
voods back so that they will fit the neck-
line. Pin the muslin to the shoulders of 
the dress and to the underarm seam. You 
now have your foundation on which to 
work your design. 
y ou wil first want to see what kin ·l 
of neckline is most becoming. Pin 
the end of the tape to the edge of the 
muslin at the neckline, and try a round 
o1· V-l ine, or perhaps a boatline neck, by 
pinning the tape in each kind of line. 
After you have decided what neckline is 
most b ecoming, try various lines for col -
lars, and again pin the tap e in various 
lines until you find one or more that you 
like. If the tape seems too wide it may 
be folded, or if too nanow, openecl and 
pressed fl at. It may be that a plain neck -
line or a scarf would be better than a 
colla r. 'rhe tape can be pinned to repre-
sent the edges of the scarf. For style 
ideas consult your newest fashion maga-
zine. 
Waistlines :ll'e very much in evidence 
this season, and nothing can l'Uin the ap-
pearance of a dress as can a misplaced 
waistline. It should never come over the 
widest part of the hips, if the hips a1·e 
large, but slightly above. If the bust is 
large and the waistline small, the belt 
should come a little below the normal 
waistline. A bloused waist also helps to 
remedy the large-bust, small-waist prob-
W I 'l'H t he announcement of the death of Miss Anna E. Richard-
son, dean of the H ome Econom-
ics Division f rom 1923 to 1926, Iowa 
:State College mom·ns the passing of an-
other great inspira tional leader in the 
field of home economics. 
During Miss Richardson's leadership, 
Anna E . Richards 
Home Economics Dean, 1923-1926 
the Home Economics Division made a 
rapid growth. 'l'he staff was increased 
from 49 to 75 members; many revisions 
were made in the curriculum to accord 
with newer educational movements; house-
hold equipment, and institutional admin-
istration were organized. The present 
home economics building, one of the 
most complete and best-ananged in t he 
coun t ry, was erected ru1d equipped. Miss 
Richardson had a keen appreciation of 
the value of research, both for students 
and staff, and under her leadership the 
experiment station research in home ec<r 
nomics, financed by Purnell funds, was 
organized and initiated. 
Miss Richardson had a rare mixture of 
personal charm and executive ability. 
She had a dynamic personality, was a 
ha rd worker, and stimulated others to 
exert their best efforts. She possessed 
n sympathetic understanding of human 
nat ure which endeared her personally to 
students and co-woi·kers. 
Prior to coming to Iowa State Col-
lepe, Miss Richardson was chief of the 
h ''me economics education service of the 
Pederal Board for Vocational Educa-
tion. She left Iowa State College to ac-
( ept the position of field worker in 
child development and parental educa-
tion for the American Home Economics 
Association under grant from the Rocke-
feller Foundation. She made a nation-
wide investigation of the status of in-
struction in home economics in relation 
to child development and parent educa-
tion. 
Miss Richardson was a native of South 
Carolina and received her early educa-
t ion there and at the George P eabody 
College for Teachers. She also studied 
at the University of Chicago and httcr 
received the master of arts degree from 
'r eachers' College, Columbia University. 
In 1917, Yale University granted her a 
fellowship for research in nutrition. In 
l9RO, Maryland University confened up-
on her the honorary degree of doctor of 
science. 
Burial was held for Miss Richardson 
at Summerville, S. C. 
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Honey St:orms t:he Kit:chen • • • 
By F. B. Paddock, Zool. "Nature's Sweet" Is Best Sugar 
«u M-M-M! And the bees are hum-
ming 'round the honeysuckle 
vines"-ambitious little crea-
tures, ever intent on their mission as 
workers and providers of the common-
wealth of nectar. Few of us but could, 
perhaps profitably take example from 
these industrious, unselfish little insects 
as they hum busily about from flower to 
flower, shopping for the choicest nectars. 
'L'hey seem to be trying to crowd into the 
short 42 days of their allotted life-time 
all of their share in the community out-
put. 
The honey bee is one of the two insects 
which are constructive to man, according 
to F. B. Paddock, State Apiarist and pro-
fessor of zoology at Iowa State College, 
in a recent talk. It is believed, after a 
careful study of the stone writings left 
by the primitive peoples, that the honey 
bee has ueen known to man for over 
40,000 years and in all that time man 
has been unable to change any of the 
habits or traits of the bee. Instead, he 
has had to investigate and accomoda te 
himself to the bees' desires and systems of 
operation if he would profit to a maxi-
mum extent by his dealings with them. 
It is hard to say that the bee was 
placed on this earth solely for the bene-
fit of man, for even though he, the bee, 
is considered an essential in the pollin-
ation of certain of our plants, and fm-
nishes us with honey, "nature's own 
sweet" and bees-wax, we find that, out of 
the average of 400 pounds of honey to a 
hive, we get only 80 pounds. 
T HE life of the bee has been the 
subject of poetical writings by 
the scholars of every civilization and the 
honey hee has been carried wherever civ-
ilization has advanced. Even in the col-
onization of Greece, Italy and Northern 
Africa, when plans were made to stay 
for more than a year in one place, bee 
hives were always a part of the equip-
ment. 
Honey and beeswax have always inter-
ested man. They are closely connected 
with the development of the human race, 
and in the early times were almost im-
mortalized. Then the supply of honey 
was quite small, and as l'esult, the kings 
levied their taxes in honey, and the con-
quering tribes taxed the conquered in 
honey and beeswax. At that time honey 
was, of course, the only source of sweet-
ening. 
R _,ney became so important in the lives 
of the people that it was quite closely 
connected with their most intimate cere-
monies. At one time, when a baby was 
christened he was annointed on the fore-
head with a drop of h oney, which was 
supposed to be a symbol of pmity and 
strength throughout life. Honey was also 
often bmied with the dead, used in em-
balming the royalty (since honey is 
known as a preserving agent), and used 
to form a part of t he feast that accom-
panied the ritual that was pel'formed 
when the males in the family first began 
to shave. 
Our present "honeymoon" aJso had a 
connection and explanation in the uses of 
honey. 'l'he newly married couple was 
supposed to serve honey to a ll passers-by 
and fdends that came to thei1· door with-
in one moon. 'L'hus the word was con-
structed. 
As we have said, the present sugars 
contains two simple sugars, fruit sugar 
::tnd gmpe sugar; these sugars have been 
pre-digested by the bee in its m::tnufac-
tme of the nectar into honey so th::tt there 
is no tax on the human to digest such 
sugar. It is assimilated almost di1·ectly 
from the stomach into the blood stream. 
In addition to the sugar, honey contains 
all of the vital mineral elements in 
amounts almost equal to other foods and 
as readily assimable. Moreover, we find 
that each different kind of flower gives :1 
characteristic odor, taste and color and 
produces new, individual food. 
Honey is increasingly coming to be 
used in new and delightful delicacies 
which make one wonder how man could 
Sweet Clover Honey Taffy 
1 cup honey. 1 rup sugar. 
1/a cup cold water. 1 teaspoon vanilla. 
Boil the water, honey, and sugar together at 288°F., (a hard ball in cold 
water). Add vanilla or other flavoring if desired. Put on buttered dish to 
cool, then pull until white. lf the pan in which the honey is cooked is buttered 
around the top, it will not boil over. ( Mrs . .Kenneth Saddler, Hardin, Mont . ) 
Honey Corn Flake Muffins 
\~ cup butter. 2 cups flom. 
V3 cup honey. 4 teaspoons baking powder. 
1 egg. % teaspoon salt. 
1 cup milk. 2 cups com flakes. 
Cream butter and hone.v and ndd well beaten pgg, then milk and flolll' 
sifted with baking powder and salt, and lastly the corn flakes. Bake in small 
sized greased muffin tins twenty minu tes. ( 400" P.) Yielcl: 12 muffins. 
Honey Date Pudding 
2 c1 ps dntes, seeded and 'Y! cep honey. 
fine. lh cup flom. 
1,~ cup nut meats, cut fine. 1 teaspoon baking powder. 
2 eggs, beaten light. % cup bran :flakes. 
Mix well, bake 29 minutes in moderate oven. S<c'rve wi th cream, whipped or 
p lain. Mny be rolled in powdered sugar and served. 
Honey Gingernuts 
1 ct·p strained honey. 
1 cup sugar. 
"'h cup melted butter. 
1 egg. 
2 t<:aspoons baking powder. 
t easpoons ginger. 
cups flour. 
cup chopped nuts. 
Mix honey, sugar, melted fnt, :mel beaten eJ!'g. 
ginger with fiour. .Add nuts to fiom aft('r sifting. 
gredients. Bnke in moderate oven 25 minutes. 
Sift baking powder and 
Stir well into other in-
Y.-e use a re really quite new discoveries 
which come to take the place of honey, 
and now man is beginning to revert to a 
sweet that is wholesome. 
"Men have only to know honey in order 
to appreciate the wonderful food which it 
is," declrtred Professor Paddock. "Honey 
ever hnve let the "honey habit" fall out 
of use in his kitchen. 'L'he suggestions 
printed here will make a pleasan t varia-
tion in the regular menu. 
Remember that the call on the honey 
hee is industry, purity and purpose to an 
end, and that honey is nature's own sweet. 
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Club Work Is Glorifying the Iowa Farm Girl 
Iowa Clubs Win First at National 
For the seventh consecutive year Iowa 
has walked off with first place in the 
home furnishing contest at the National 
The Prize Home Furnishing Unit 
club congress held in December in con-
nection with the International Livestock 
Exposition at Chicago. 
This year the ·home furnishing unit 
was planned and constructed by Ruth 
Stoaks of Tama County. Ruth has been 
a. club girl. for three years Her unit is 
of black walnut furnitme which she r e-
finish ed herself. She recaned the chair 
and made the footstool top a.nd the 
braided ma.t for the chair. The lamp was 
an old kerosene lamp rejuvenated and 
dressed up with a gingham shade. 
Fifteen states were represented in the 
national contest and in winning the con-
test for seven consecutive years, Iowa 
has won an honor that no other state has 
won. 
High Percent Coeds Ex. 4-Hers 
Tln-ee hundred seventy-four freshman 
girls registered at Iowa State College 
last fall and 121 or 32.4 percent of this 
number have been 4.H club members. One 
hundred seventy-nine girls were not club 
members and 74 did 110t r eport at all. 
Many of the freshman girls who are 
not club members are from cities and 
towns where there was no organization, 
so it would seem that a large percentage 
of the rmal girls of Iowa are 4-H club 
members. 
Besides Iowa, club girls from the fol-
lowing nine states are registered: N e-
Edited by Clara Austin 
hraska, New York, .E'IOl·ida, South Da-
kota, Illinois, Minnesota, Wyoming, Mich-
igan and Kentucky. 
Campus Club Hears English Girl 
The regular winter quarter meeting of 
the Campus 4-H Club was held Wed. F eb. 
4. All the 4-H mothers and leaders and 
home demonstration agents who were 
here for Farm and Home Week were in-
vited. 
Miss Christine Cowper, a graduate stu-
dent from England, who is on the cam-
pus this year, talked about English girls, 
their organizations, their activities and 
interests. A business meeting followed, 
nnd committees for the May morning 
breakfast were appointed. 
Clubsters Stage Birthday Party 
Happy birthday t o Iowa 4-H Clubs! 
At the annual 4-H leaders' banquet 
whirh was held dming Farm and Home 
Week, the tenth birthday of Iowa 4-H 
clubs was celebrated. 
The anniversary cake, which of course, 
hnd ten candles on it, was first cut by 
Mr. R. K. Bliss, Director of the Exten-
sion Service. His wish fo1· Iowa 4-H 
dubs was for expansion and increase in 
num be1·s. Miss Genevieve Fisher, Dean 
of Home Economics, wished that Iowa 
4-H club girls might not forget the joy 
of living and working when they are so 
busy with projects, demonstrations and 
~.r.ntests. Other wishes for Iowa 4-H 
dub girls for the next ten years were 
for harmony and cooperation, for organi-
zation, for faimess and for greater ap-
nreciation of opportunities of the modern 
farm girl. 
May Breakfast Plans Revealed 
The spring quarter meeting of the 
Campus 4-H Club will be the annual May 
ln·eakfast at the Memor:ial Union. This 
b1·eakfast is usually held the second Sun-
day morning in May. 
Freshman 4-H girls will be especially 
interested in this meeting because it will 
give each one an opportunity to become 
better acquainted with other 4-H girls. 
One feature of the meeting will be the 
4-H girls' "Who's-Who" and the history 
of the Campus 4-H Club. The election of 
officers f or this next year will also be 
held. 
Cotton Masquerades as Linen 
A LADDIN and his lamp had very lit· tle on our modern t extile manu-
facturers. They have become so 
skillful in their attempts to make some-
thing new that the average housewife can 
no longer tell whether she is buying linen 
or cotton. 
Testing linen as our grandmothers did 
long ago by moistening the fingers and 
placing them upon the materia l is no 
longer a reliable test for distinguishing 
linen from cotton. Cotton cloth is being 
woven to re~emble linen so closely that 
the rapid spreading of moisture might be 
an indication of either linen or cotton 
fibers. 
A more r eliable test is the tearing test. 
When torn, linen will leave straight, 
smooth threads along the tear, while cot-
ton threads will curl up. By raveling the 
material and untwisting the threads, the 
fiber test can be made. The linen fiber 
is longer than cotton. When linen threads 
are singed, they appear even and com-
pact, while cotton threads spread out like 
a paint brush. Cotton shows an even 
weave when held to the light, while linen 
appears uneven and streaky. 
Besides these physical tests, t here is a 
simple chemical test which can be made 
in t he home. If the cloth is submerged in 
sulfuric acid for two minutes, any cotton 
p1·esent will dissolve, while the linen will 
remain. -Edith Roberts. 
If Milk Sticks--Try This 
Rinse out the pan with a little hot 
water before heating milk. This prevents 
the milk from sticking to the bottom. 
White sauce! American cooks use it 
for the basis for cream soups, gravies 
and for ·scalloped and creamed vegetables. 
We litemlly live on white sauce. Little 
wonder that some clever person has de-
fined America as "a land completely sur -
rounded by white sauce." 
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When Pencil and Pad Run a Home • • • 
By Fannie Gannon, Ext. System Spells Happiness 
H AVE you ever, while you are clms-ing madly around trying to get 
done all the big and little things 
which homemaking demands of you in 
one short 24 hours, wondered a bit scepti-
cally where all the talk of the modern 
woman's leisure hours ever got started' 
And have you ever thou!!ht, when you 
were simply "swamped" by those things 
you forgot to do yesterday crowding out 
the things you just have to do today-
that you wished someone would make you 
a schedule to live by and list that day's 
duties and engagements each morning be-
fore your eyes~ So have we alL And 
the biggest step that the homemaker has 
taken today is to drop her hectic rush 
for a few minutes each day and interest-
edly and carefully study her job and the 
doing thereof. 
Lack of time, fatigue, pressure of 
house work and monotony are the fom· 
chief factors which make housekeeping a 
burden. These suggest some of the more 
complex phases of management in the 
home, but along with them there al'e ser-
ious problems of disorder, Jack of family 
cooperation, tasks unfinished or left un-
done Tesulting u1 "getting behind" with 
work and lack of definite goals as in-
dictated by the "puttery" days which are 
the torment of homemakers. 
The pencil and pad habit is helping 
women. 'l.'o make the best use of it, keep 
one pad in a convenient place in the 
kitchen, another upstairs and perhaps an-
other in the front of the house. This 
device offers oppOl'tunity to jot down a 
market order, a purchase to be ma de in 
the way of some repair for house or cloth -
ing, a list of odd jobs to be done in the 
future, a plan or a message for some-
one. Anything thought of is written 
down at the time-, hence the necessity of 
pads in different places in the house, for 
if one waits to go to the desk or kitch en, 
the idea will be forgotten. 
A HOUSEHOLD file may be used. 
'l.'his homemade arrangement is a 
copy of the usual recipe fil e wh ere classi-
fied information, which ma.y be needed in 
a hurry, is placed. It is one of the best 
known time and energy savers. 
Women have always liked a certain 
day for the washing and another for the 
ironing. Why not try sitting down with 
pencil and paper and making a chart of 
the next week f This procedure is help-
ful. Write in one column all such week-
ly tasks as washing, ironing, mending, 
etc. In another place all the tasks cer-
tain to come each day such as meals, 
dishwashing, bed making, etc. In anoth-
er column the extra jobs p eculial' to the 
season or needs, such as ca nning, garden-
ing a nd sewing 'l.'h en lastly make the 
column stating the times you expect to be 
awav from home 01' any entertaining you 
pla; to do. Now draw off seven columns 
l'Cpresenting the seven days of the week. 
.Jot down the daily tasks for each. 'rhen 
place the weekly tasks in the days where 
they seem to fit best unless the extra 
j obs of the week or entertaining 01· going 
away f1·om home may interfere this par-
ticular week. In that case the weekly 
tasks must be moved to other days. 
Scrutinize the days to see if more WOl'k 
has been planned than there are hours in 
which to do it. IV omen often fail to real-
ize how long tasks take and consequent-
ly crowd the day too full. Neither do 
they make allowances for the inevitable 
Cottage Cheese Custard--
Here's How ... 
ARE you sighil1g, "What on earth ean I ha.Ye for luncheon today that 
is different I" If so, why not give 
your family a real surprise by serving a 
cottage cheese custard, or cottage cheese 
sandwiches~ 
Cottage cheese may be made at home 
by the following simple method: Pour 
over clabber milk an equal amount of 
boiling water. Turn the mixture into a 
cheese cloth bag and let h ang until the 
whey has drained, but no longer. The 
curds should then be broken with a fork 
and moistened with c1·eam or melted 
butter, and seasoned to taste. For each 
pound of cottage cheese desired, one 
quart of milk should be used. 'rhe cheese 
may be sm·ved plain, or made into a num-
bel' appetizing dishes. 
Cottage cheese custard makes a good 
dessert for an otherwise light meal. To 
make it, beat three eggs thoroughly, acld 
one pint of milk, one pound of cottage 
cheese, one-half t easpoon of salt, one 
teaspoon of cinnamon, one-fourth cupful 
of brown sugar and one cupful of stoned 
dates or raisins. Turn into a well-oiled 
baking dish and bake in a moderate oven 
until set. 
Pineapple and cottage cheese salad is 
certain to be a favorite with any family. 
'l'o make it, mix chopped pineapple and 
cottage <-heese in th e proportion of about 
interruptions. A good plan and family 
cooperation wi ll prevent many of these 
intenuptions, yet there are sure to be 
some. Rest periods in the day should 
a lso be planned. 
\IV'ith this system, women have accom-
plished more at the end of a week and 
feel physically fit because they avoidetl 
over-doing on some clays and did not 
lose time on othe1·s while trying to re-
cuperate from over-fatigue. They say 
they find few tasks loft undone. They 
carefully weighed the value of tasks be-
fore deciding to do them. In other words, 
they found their duties to be divided 
among those that must be done, those 
that may be done, with no serious harm 
if they were not, and those that must 
not be done now, hence they are non-
essential, or merely time-wasters which 
cause that "getting behind" feeling. 
A WELL thought out plan of work for 
n week, especially if it has been writ-
ten down, keeps one from having constant-
iy to make new decisions. Thinking things 
over and constantly making decisions is 
nerve-wracking business. Jotting things 
down prevents the carrying of a mass of 
detail in one's mind. Housekeepers be-
come tired through forcing themselves to 
r emember numbers of things. They stop 
to clo tasks at the wrong tilne because 
they may forget. 
Every business must run on some sort 
of schedule to succeed. Housekeepers 
have been afraid of th at word because 
they have not made the best use of it. A 
well thought out plan relieves one of 
wony. It gives one freedom from that 
uncertain tied-down feeling. It contrib-
utes to promptness. It increases a re-
spect for one's job because it a wakens 
more interest ancl prevents drudgery. One 
begins to watch for wasted motion, to 
increase one's personal efficiency. When-
eyer one thinks more, there is a tendency 
to increased interest. 
A well thought out plan covering at 
least a week is the fundamental princi-
ple of system in house work. 
three-fourths cottoge cheese to one-fourth 
pineapple. Arrange on lettuce leaves and 
pour over it the following dressing: 
Heat one-third cupful pineapple juice 
ancl the juice of one lemon or orange. 
Beat two eggs, add half cupful of sugar 
and pom over this mixture the hot juice. 
Cook in a double boiler until it thickens, 
but no longer. When cool dilute with 
cream. 
Chopped olives, nuts or misins may be 
aclcled to the plain cottage cheese to give 
variety. Any of these mixtures may be 
spread between slices of brend to make 
de licious snndwid1es. 
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Money, Money, Money-Perhaps 
nurses and dietitians in the various gov-
ernment hospitals and services included 
in the professional class of government 
wo1·kers, which would improve their po-
sition through giving them greater op-
p~rtunity for recognition and profession-
al advancement. Associations support-
ing this activity include the American 
Nurses Association, American Dietetic 
Association, American Home Economics 
Association, Medical Women's National 
Association, and the Service Star Legion. 
-·Reprint from A. H. E. A. News Letter, 
I NTEREST in the present session of Congress rises for Association mem-
bers as the probable passage of ap-
propriation bills providing funds for the 
various govem.ment departments and oth-
er agencies for the fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1932, becomes evident. Members 
of the association should be pru:ticula1·ly 
interested in two of these because they 
include the appropriations for the Bureau 
of Home Economics and the Women's and 
Children's Bureau. 
The appropriation bill for the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, as passed by the 
House, canies an increase for the Bureau 
0f Home Economics over the appropria-
tion for 1931 of $39,680, or a total ap-
propriation of $247,380. This increase, 
if a.pproved, will be divided almost equal-
ly between studies on foods, textiles, 
standards and cost of living and house-
hold equipment. 
The appropriation bill for the Depru·t-
ment of the Interior has not as yet been 
reported by the Appropriations Com-
mittee to the House, so it is impossible 
at this time to state the amount of the 
probable increase of the appropriations 
for the Children's and Women's Bureaus. 
It is anticipated, however, that a moder-
ate increase will be given to each of these 
bureaus. 
P RESIDENT Hoover's message to Con-
gress on Dec. 2, 1930, called atten-
tion to his recommendation of the pre-
vious year relative to maternity and in-
fancy legislation and urged the further 
consideration "of the development 
through temporary Federal aid of ade-
quate State and local services for the 
health of children and the further stamp-
ing out of communicable disease, pru:tic-
nlarly in rural sections. The advance 
of scientific discovery, methods, and soc-
ial thought impose a new vision in these 
matters. The drain upon the Federal 
Treasury is comparatively small. The re-
sults, both economic and moral, are of the 
utmost importance." 
Congress has not yet taken action on 
any of the various maternity and in-
fancy bills, although the Jones Bill, S . 
2fi5, was made the unfinished business on 
the calendar of the Senate on Dec. 4 and 
has been discussed at a number of ses-
sions since then. 
'l'he Jones Bill provides for the re-
establishment of the maternity and in-
fancy work in the various states under 
the administration of the Children's 
Bureau. 'l'he House bill, H . R. 1195, is 
the same as S. 255. 
H. R. 12995 provides for maternity and 
infancy work under administration of the 
Children's Bureau and also includes ex-
tensive pt·ovision fo-r the expansion of 
the work of the United States Public 
health Service. 
It is still h oped that the maternity and 
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· infancy measure will come to a vote be-
fore the present session of Congress ad-
jom·ns, because it is well recognized that 
a large majority of Senators and Rep-
··esentatives are in favor of such legis-
lation. 
On Jan. 6, 1931, a hearing on the pro-
posed so-called Equal Rights Amendment 
was held before a subcommittee of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee. Represen-
tatives of the Woman's Party appeared 
in favor of the amendment, while repre-
sentatives of twelve national organiza-
tions, including the League of \Vomen 
Voters, the General Federation of W o-
men's Clubs, the American Association, 
the National Council of Jewish Women, 
and others, opposed the amendment. Any 
one desiring a copy of the printed report 
of the hearing may obtain it by wTiting 
to his Representative in Congress. 
Home economists will be interested to 
leam that an effort is being made to have 
Jan. 193L 
H. S. Clubs Set Up Aims 
To be progressive and up to the min-ute a Home Economics Club must 
ever be eager and keen to find ways 
ancl means of improving its organization. 
The following program of work planned 
for the High School Home Economics 
Clnb of Louisiana for the year 1930-31, 
is an example of the goals we may set 
before us. 
1. To affiliate early in the yeaT with the 
State and National Home Economics 
Associations. 
~- To report news items concerning club 
activities to the local newspapers and 
to the State Chairman of Junior Home 
Economics Clubs. 
3. To have a committee plan the subject-
matter for the programs for the year. 
4. To contribute something for the stu-
dent-club exhibit to be sent to the an-
nual meeting of the American Home 
Economics Association. 
5. To plan and follow a budget of ex-
penditures for the year. 
G. 'l'o do one definite piece of social-serv-
ice work. 
7. 'l'o eooperate with school and commun-
ity activities. 
8. To post newslette1·s and items of in-
terest on the b ulletin board. 
-Reprint from La. Jr_ Home Ec. Club 
Newsletter, Dec_ 1930. 
New Reading Service 
Available for Homemakers • • • 
EVERY teacher and homemaker is in· terested in keeping up to date in her 
profession. In order that you may 
better attain that goal, he1·e are two 
sources of information: 
1. ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS. 
'rhe following reprints of recent articles 
published in the Journal of Home Eco-
nomics are now available at the prices 
listed: 
Budgeting for High School Girls, by 
Edith Ruggles Evans. 10 cents. 
Certified Food Colors, H. T. H errick. 
10 cents. 
Nutritional Anemia, by Sybil Smith. 
15 cents. 
Old and New Emphases in Teaching 
Nutrition, by Mary Swartz Rose. 10 cents. 
The Bulletin "Household Purchasing, 
Suggestions for Club PrograJns," which 
was published last June by the Associa-
tion committee on commercial standard-
ization and simplification is avaliable at 
10c. 
The above may be ordered from the 
American Home Economics Association, 
101 East 20th St., Baltimore, Md. 
2. BUREAU OF HOME ECONOM-
ICS. Dr. Caroline King, formerly at 
Iowa State College, has come recently to 
the Bureau of Home Economics to be in 
charge of the Section of Food Utiliza-
tion of the Food and N ut1·ition Division. 
A weekly newspaper service of food 
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information, in which the needs of child-
ren are particularly emphasized, is be-
ing provided by the Bureau as a part of 
the work planned under the President's 
Emergency Committee on Employment. 
Home Economists, when asked by editors 
of local newspapers, are urged to cooper-
ate in supplementing and adapting this 
information to local needs and condi-
tions. Dr. Louise Stanley invites any 
home economist wishing to receive the 
news releases to send her name and ad-
dress to the Bureau of Home Economics, 
Washington, D. C. 
Weak Hearts Need Sugar 
" T HE heart suffers from undernutri-
tion in the same manner as the rest 
of the body," says Dr. Fred Smith of 
the University of Iowa. Diets high in 
milk and carbohydrates should be fed to 
people who suffer from heart diseases be-
cause these types of food are easily avail-
able sources of energy. Sugars should 
be given in the form of dextrin, maltose, 
dextrose and lactose because these are 
readily assimilated from the digestive 
tract without further enzymatic change. 
Milk, cream, butter, eggs, pureed vege-
tables, fruits, cooked cereals and an eas-
ily available sugar are advocated to re-
lieve heart disease. Sweets should be 
taken in the form of jellies; crackers 
should be eaten without salt; toast and 
pure stick candy should be used exten-
sively. 
If the patient cannot take carbohy-
drate foods, dextrose has been success-
fully administered intravenously, but it 
is more easily assimilated when taken 
through the mouth as a food. 
Foods with a low salt content should 
be fed, for salt increases edema or swell-
ing, which is one of the conditions that 
must lJe overcome to cure heart disease. 
High carbohydrate and low salt diet 
with the carbohydrate or energy food in 
an easily available form decreases the 
edema and promotes the restoration of 
the ca1·dia.c function. 
80 Percent: of Coeds Wed 
A RECEN'l' survey compiled by the 
Home Economics Division indicates 
that many of its graduates are putting 
the science of homemaking into practice. 
'!'his 1·eport dates back to 1900 when 
twelve women were graduated in hime ec-
onomics. Of those 12, 10 or more than 
83 percent, are homemakers. Of the 243 
women who were granted degrees in 1930, 
17 are now married. 'l'he class of 1910 
holds the record for being the most "mar-
ried" class. In that year 14 women were 
graduated and every one of them is now 
a homemaker. 
'l'his survey of the classes which have 
been graduated every fifth year since 
1900, might be said to indicate that over 
eighty percent of the graduates of Iowa 
State in home economics are married. 
NewT ext:ile Head Once Designer 
I T is the privilege of the lOW A HOME-MAKER this month to introduce to 
its readers Miss Rosalie Rathbone, 
who has this quarter taken up the work 
as new head of the TeA-tiles and Cloth-
ing Department. 
Miss Rathbone, who received her B. S. 
and M. S. degrees from Columbia Uni-
versity, is essentially a teacher, having 
taught in both high school and college 
and having held the position of textiles 
and clothing head and associate profes-
sor for eight years at the State College 
at Athens, Ga. 
"Underlying the finished product of 
every great designer in the field of cloth-
ing," said Miss Rathbone in an interview 
here recently, "is a fundamental knowl-
edge of the technique of clothing con-
struction, of art and of fabrics and eco-
nonlics." 
Miss Rathbone, who comes to Iowa 
State direct from three years spent in 
Looks at: Books 
Conducted by Anafred Stephenson 
"The Creation of a Home" 
By Emily Newell Blair 
I N this delightful little book on the starting of home, Miss Blair has pre-
sented the homemaker's problems 
from an enti1·ely new and personal angle. 
Three things, she believes, every home 
must satisfy: The desire for comfort, 
the desire for peace, and the craving for 
beauty. 
These things might seem to be so apar-
ent as to need no mention, and yet, how 
many houses do we see claiming to be 
homes where not one of these things is 
present~ 
A homemaker to be successful should 
first evaluate herself. She must look her-
self straight in the face; she must de-
tide what is her strength and what her 
weakness; what she must watch and 
hold back in herself, and where she must 
encourage herself. It may be she is too 
ready to sacrifice comfort for beauty; 
but it may just as well be that she sac-
rifices beauty for comfort. It may be 
that she forfeits peace for greediness or 
nmbition. Let her study herself so that 
she knows where her danger lies and can 
watch herself. 
When the individual is fully aware 
of herself, it is time to consider the 
By BeHy Mart:in 
New York City as stylist and designer 
for Gimbel Brothers' Department Store, 
the Spun Silk Research Committee and a 
number of other organizations, has strik-
ingly illustrated the above statement in 
her own experience. In the first work she 
did in designing garments for wholesale 
silk houses' style showings, Miss Rath-
gone not only designed the garments, 
but constructed them as well. She has 
1·eceived recognition from the press fo1· 
the effectiveness with which she demon-
strated difficult problems of tailoring. 
Her work has been published in both the 
"Women's Wear Daily" and "Style 
Sources." 
Free lance designing for a private 
clientele, for style shows, manufacturers 
and trade conferimces is possible, accord-
ing to Miss Rathbone, only if the candi-
date has the necessary technical training 
and experience to put across her creative 
work, the aim of every stylist, with a 
firm, practical foundation behind it. 
house itself. She must learn to furnish 
it according to scale instead of crowding 
a few choice articles together with some 
r,heap, ugly ones. The most delightful 
way of entertaining in her home, the life 
lived in the home and the daily routine 
of house-work are all important prob-
lems to study. 
"'l'he Creation of a Home" conveys 
practical advice in a refreshing manner 
to those who wish to carry on the ad-
venture of homemaking in the most effi-
cient and happy way which is known. 
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"'A Garden Is a Lovesome Thing" 
Sarett, one of our contempora1·y poets of 
nature, who said: 
"Hollyhocks, hollyhocks! 
" W HY, I'd no idea rock gardens 
were so beautiful!" 
"And did you notice that the 
left side is much prettier because the 
rocks are all the same kind~" 
"Oh, I like this winter scene-and look 
at the birds-why, there's 
some quail and a wood-
peeker!" 
These, and similar re-
marks, well repaid the 
workers who built the 
rock and bird gardens in 
MacKay Auditorium for 
the Annual Garden Show 
Short Course held at 
Iowa State, Jan. 27 to 
29. 
By Margaret: McDonough 
person does not enjoy driving a guest 
around the city and pointing out the 
beautiful · homes and parks~ 
The beauty and influence of gardens 
has been printed and sung since time 
What should I do 
Without the morale 
Of a troop like you f" 
People who realize man 's need for a 
place in which to weep, to laugh, to love 
and be gay make gardens. And the more 
people who become interested enough to 
form garden clubs and to cultivate beau-
tiful spots, the more happiness and con-
tentment there will be in that commun-
ity; for man loves beauty. 
"The Little Kitchen Garden" 
By Dorothy Giles 
The first of the month brings not only 
bills, but also seed eatalogs, and how 
thrilling they are! The flowers ru·e 
pictured in the gayest colors, while even 
the onions are made to look attractive 
in their shades of green and yellow. 
The first catalog inspires one to make 
a gru·den, and with the arrival of one 
or two more, each with gayer illush·a-
tions, no one can evade the desire, so a 
garden is planned. 
Three hundred and ten 
people representing 41 of 
the Federated Garden 
Clubs of Iowa attended 
the show. Of this num-
ber, th1·ee were country 
clubs from Warren Coun-
ty. About 90 percent 
of the visitors were wo- Which Rock Garden Would You Choose? 
This little book, one of a series on the 
subject, "Gardens," is very informational 
in regard to vegetable gardens, and flow-
ers that are nice to be planted about 
and in them. At last we may learn how 
to g1·ow vegetables yet have them dis-
guised by flowers I 
men. 
. Unusual displays featured the entire 
show. Guests were particularly interest-
ed in Wednesday morning's prog1·am 
when the construction of shadow boxes, 
miniature gardens and table decorations 
was actually demonstrated by the speak-
ers. 
Wednesday afternoon Prof. C. V. Hol-
singer, extension specialist in Horticul-
ture, presided over a meeting at which 
plans and progress of Garden Clubs wm·e 
discussed. Ail phases and problems of 
the organizations were presented by the 
different speakers. Prof. F. H . Waugh, 
guest speaker, who is head of the Horti-
culture and Landscape Architecture De-
partment at Massachusetts State College, 
spoke on "Planning the Small Home 
g(ounds." 
Everyone realizes the importance and 
pleasure a child takes in having his own 
little plot on which to work. This point 
was emphasized in the speeches Thursday 
afternoon. Mrs. Fae Huttonlocker, the 
Cousin Marian of the Junior Garden Club 
page in Better Homes and Gardens, spoke 
on "1'raining for Leadership." Children 
from the grade schools in Ames, and 
from the Nm·sery School presented a 
short progmm. 
Throughout the country, garden clubs 
are beginning to be recognized for their 
great civic worth and helpfulness. At-
tractive homes are enhanced by beautiful 
surroundings and it is the purpose of the 
garden clubs to arouse civic pride and en-
courage the spirit of competition. What 
began, in every known language. To 
flowers have been attributed qualities 
people would like to possess. It was Lew - Reviewed by Anafred Stephenson. 
And How They Came-
THE 30th annual Farm and Home Week descended upon Iowa State 
campus with more enthusiasm and 
interest than ever, if enrollment can be 
used as an index. There were 34,366 visi-
tors on the campus during the week of 
Feb. 2 to 7, 794 more than were regis-
tered last year. This year 1,009, or 29 
percent of the visitors were women. 
Fat·m and Home Week was started in 
1924 and is made up of conferences be-
tween farmers and homemakers with 
members of the college faculty and with 
visiting experts, on all phases of farm 
life. J<'or 24 years before this time the 
people of Iowa gathered here for an an-
nual short course p1·ogram. 
By Elizabet:h Flynn 
of all kinds we1·e discussed from every 
angle. Art and its application to the 
home was the subject of several lectures 
and conferences. In fact, everything f1·om 
"egg marketing" to "the theater in the 
country'' was discussed. 
Some of the prominent speakers to the 
homemakers were : Dr. Alfred G. Arvold, 
North Dakota Agricultural College, Far-
go, N. D.; Catherine Cleveland, Cotton 
'l'extiles Institute, New York City; W. E. 
Coughlin, Celanese Research Association, 
Nntional Association of Dyers and Clean-
ers; Dr. Amy L. Daniels, Child Welfare 
Research Station, University -of Iowa, 
Iowa City; Marietta Eichelberger, Assist-
ant in National Division of Nutrition 
1'his yea1· the slogan of the crunpus r Service of American Red Cross, St. Louis, 
hosts seemed to be, "Ask me another." M.o.; Ella Gardner, Recreation Specialist, 
If a mother wanted advice about bring- Children's Bureau, Department of Labor, 
ing up umuly Johnny back home, she Washington, D. C.; Sally Lucas Jean, 
sought out meetings of the Child De- H ealth Education Consultant, New York 
veloprnent or Psychology Departments. If City; Mrs. Elizabeth MacDonald, Edu-
some other homemaker had a new kitchen cational Division of the Frigidaire Cor-
nnd wanted to know the latest in furnish- poration, Detroit; Mrs. H. W. Spaulding, 
ings for that room, she attended a lee- State Inspector for Women and Childt·en, 
ture on kitchen units. Food problems (Continued on page 13) 
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"Penny Wise--" Are We? 
AN opportunity for a long step forward has been presenting itself to Iowa State for six years. 
Each year we have shelved the issue. 'l'his year 
the question of the college blanket tax has again been 
opened. 
One plan being considered involves quarterly pay-
ment of a fee, probably not exceeding $4, which would 
be used in the support of certain campus activities. 
Such a list might include athletic events, the Iowa 
State Student, divisional publications, the Artist Con-
cert Series, the Star Lecture Course, debates, dramatic 
productions, judging teams, divisional and class dues. 
The blanket tax would make possible for us an im-
measurably wider appreciation of music, art, drama 
and literature. With the blanJ,et tax in force, attend-
anee at competitiYe affairs would be immensely in-
creased, and with it understanding and interest in 
the outcome, which is, after all, the essence of "school 
spirit,'' notwithstanding recent moans for the ''old 
time vandalism". 
Why not use the blanket tax as a means to these 
ends? Get behind it and push it along. 
-30-
I N April the Iowa Homemaker, our little orphan 
child who is each year spanked, spo·iled and adored 
by a new student family, will find herself with a 
birthday cake with 10 candles. We foster parents 
who have grown ridicuously fond of her, squirm a 
little as the rogue leavr.s us with gay unconcern to go 
to her guardians. 
This year our child has reached a mile stone in her 
life. The weight of debt which has been handed down 
from family to family since her birth, and which each 
generation of parents has labored to reduce, is gone-
vamoosed-departed. The child this spring starts 
square with the world. Not large for her age but 
growing, she has traveled to every corner of the 
world, and in her newsy modern dress has announced 
things home economicsy to an ever increasing audi-
ence. For this the credit lies not with us but with 
you students and faculty who have, through your 
interest and hard work, made this possible. We sin-
cerely thank you. 
Dedications and bouquets being now in order, we 
will close our accounts with the following bequests: 
'To the jovial linotype juggler-two gallies of reset 
and our, sympathy. 
To the Boss of the press room-all back dummies 
and a prayer for 12 point Gothic. 
To the college ad-writer-a calendar and nine new 
ideas for next year. 
To the Iowa Agriculturist-one jar of paste and a 
dead line. 
To Melba Acheson, new editor-12 morgue drawers 
which stick. 
To Bernice Kunerth, new business manager-Mr. 
Murray and all national advertising. 
To Arklay Minert, n ew circulation manager-all 
coming kicks. 
tiigned and sealed with our blessing in this last month 
of our reign. 
THE STAFF, T. L., E. A., and J. G. 
A Dog Speaks on Cookies 
PERHAPS, because I am merely a dog, and the gods have not yet stooped to inform me on the ways 
of man, I cannot hope to fathom the depth, 
(alas, I had almost said the "density,") of their con-
tradictory exercise. Curl up beside me and explain 
in your own doggish way why man, who aspires to 
be king of the universe, chooses to act with such bovine 
stupidity-such narrowness and lack of originality. 
Across the street a baker cuts cookies in his bakery 
window. Round, flat, flawless, they roll out from his 
irresistible cookie cutter, are baked to an austere 
stiffness, and docilly follow each other to the packing 
machines. 'Those with odd slants are tossed aside 
·while round little cookies smile smugly to themselves. 
Cookies turned out by the thousands glory in their 
sameness and colorless uniformity. Now as one dog to 
another, I ask you, what is Mr. Glorious American 
Citizen today but a specialized, complacent cookie~ 
His dress, his habits, his thoughts, his conversation 
and his very soul jog along the narrow alley called 
Convention. The greatest crime he can commit is that 
of making himself conspicious. 'l'he correct back-
stroke of his spoon is of more vital importance to him 
than is his moral life. Here and there an odd freak 
thinks an original thought-and is a social outcast. 
I sigh and gently scratch myself, and form a silent 
prayer. If, in the process of evolution, I some day 
reach the leYel of man, I hope that the Might Baker 
will see fit to make me a poor mutilated freak, rather 
than doom me to the life of a complacent cookie. 
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Alumnae Echoes • • • 
... news bits from t:he front: lines 
'twenty-four 
Marita Monroe, Iowa State Colleg101. 
'24, is a graduate assistant on Mrs. 
West's staff, and has charge of the tea 
room, while she is wo1·king for her mas-
ter's degree. 
'twenty-seven 
Esther Rohwer has been in institution-
al foods work for the past two yea1·s. 
The first year she did practical work in 
Chicago. Since then she has been man-
aging the Y . M. C. A. self-serve grill- in 
Evanston. 
'twenty-eight 
Olive Swanson Dawson who was r e-
cently married to J. Ward Dawson, '26, 
graduate in the division of engineering, 
is now living in Pittsburgh, Pa., where 
her husband is employed by the Westing-
house Electric Company. Before her 
marriage Mrs. Dawson was a dietitian at 
the Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, 
D. C. 
'twenty-nine 
Esther McCracken was mal"Tied on Dec. 
19, to Dr. Mack Allen Emmerson, '25, at 
the home of Dr. and Mrs. H. E. Bemis. 
Dr. and Mrs. Emmerson are living in 
Philadelphia, Pa_ 
Ruby Finnern and Beatrice Hughes are 
now employed in Harding's Restaurant 
in Chicago. 
Edited by Carmen Hensel 
Virginia Colby has returned this quar-
ter to do graduate wo1-k. She was em-
ployed from Sept. 1 until after the 
holidays at Marshall Field and Company. 
Ruth Harris began work Jan. 15 in 
the bake shop of the Mills Buffet in Co-
lumbus, Ohio. She anticipates enjoying 
he1· new work very much. 
V elve Vincent is employed in the yard 
r oods department at Marshall Field's, in 
Chicago. 
Foreign Posit:ions Open 
An opening for a domestic science 
teacher in the industrial school in Mexico 
City, Mexico, has been r eported to the 
Iowa State placement committee. The 
school is on the outskirts of the city, at 
an altitude of between seven and eight 
thousand feet. 1'he teaching is done in 
Spanish. Because direct instruct ion in 
religion is now forbidden in Mexico, the 
report emphasizes that the first purpose 
of the position is religious. 
Two more openings for experienced 
college graduates are reported at Hono-
lulu, T. H., according to word from the 
Iowa State placement bureau. The nu-
trition division directs most of the health 
activities in the elementary schools of 
the Territory_ Each teacher covers a 
large territory, comprising from five to 
eight thousand children and from fifteen 
to twenty different schools. 
An exceptionally strong person is re-
quired to stand the strain of continuous 
travel and also a tactful person to work 
well with the several principals. The 
nutrition teacher buys her own car, a.nd 
the department allows her 50 dollars 
per month for ten months. 
Salaries range from $130 to $200 a 
month for twelve months, depending upon 
previous experience. Four years of col-
lege work with a ma jor in foods and nu-
trition is requil·ed. It is also desirable 
that applicants have at least two years' 
teaching experience. 
fall 'thirty 
Of the thirteen students who were 
graduated in home economics nt the end 
of the fall, two have returned to do 
graduate work. They are Mrs. Ethel 
Mitchell and Phoebe Maxson. Of the re-
maining number, several have already 
received positions. 
Elvera Anderson went to Santa B ar-
barbara Hospital, Santa B:u·bara, Calif., 
on Jan. 1, to begin dietetics training. 
Roma Coomer has accepted a position 
in the extension service in Pennsylvania. 
She took up her duties there Jan. 1. 
Dorothy White Peterson, is teaching 
in the high school at Farar, Iowa. 
Frances Rhea was married during the 
holidays. 
.1 ean Millard went to California to 
spend the remainder of the winter. 
Florence Sehroeder, Helen Lucille Fore, 
Mildred Miller, Fern Phillips, Clara Mae 
Speck and Lavon W ells have not an-
nounced any plans yet. 
Cooking School Head Sought 
The Home Economics Placement Bur-
eau has received several calls for women 
with t eaching experience to conduct cook-
ing schools for newspapers. Some of 
these positions are still open. 
Lucille Burkett is now employed in the 
tea room at Marshall Field's in Chicago. 
She is in charge of displays for the tea 
room. Miss Burkett taught last year in 
the high school at Dallas Center, Iowa. 
Nort:on House Honors Pioneer 
'thirty 
Wilda Nylan has completed her hos-
pital dietitetics training at the Virginia 
Mason Hospital, Seattle, Wash., and has 
accepted a position as assistant dietitian 
at the Cottage Hospital, Santa Barbara, 
Calif. 
Helen Ann Thomas has a position in 
the extension service in Armstrong Coun-
ty in Pennsylvania. She will b e located 
just north of Pittsburgh. Miss Thomas 
was formerly employed by the Hanford 
Produce Company in Sioux City, Iowa. 
Esther Fausch who is taking her die-
tetics trainnig in Lincoln, Neb., will com-
plete her training the first of March. She 
has enjoyed her work there very much. 
ALICE P . Norton House, t he latest home management house to be in-
stalled at Iowa State, opened its 
d :>ars to its first family of senior girls at 
the beginning of the winter quarter. 
In naming the new home management 
house, the Rome E conomics Division 
again paid tribute to a woman outstand-
ing in the home economics movement in 
the United States and one to whom it 
owes much for its original impetus and 
guidance. 
This house is the fourth on the cam-
pus named in honor of women who were 
pioneers in the field of home economics 
in its early stage, the others being tho 
E llen H. Richards house, the Isabelle 
Bevier House, and the Gertrude Coburn 
House. 
By Bet:t:y Mart:in 
"Science With Practice", the motto of 
Iowa State College, was the keynote of 
both the professional and private life of 
Alice P. Norton, according to the bi-
ography compiled by the National Home 
Economics Association. 
Fortunate in her ancestry and early 
environment, in the type of home whe1·e 
free thought and simple life prevailed. 
Mrs. Norton was taught from the begin-
ning to practice as a matter of course, 
the essentials of what we now more sci-
entifically label "wise family expendi-
tures," "well-rounded personal develop-
ment" and "good social relations." 
Mrs. Norton was graduated from Smith 
College, and at the age of 23, married a 
professor in the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. Ten years later she 
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was left a widow and mother of five 
children. 
She then turned naturally to the field 
of home economics, her early train· 
· ing and experience having fitted her to 
appreciate the practical value and social 
significance of the ideas being formu-
lated by Mrs. Ellen H. Richards and her 
associates, and began a period of study-
ing, teaching and lecturing. Her gracious-
ness, generosity, good sense and wide 
vision made her a welcome and outstand-
ing figure at the first Lake Placid con-
ference. 
In 1900 she began her work at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, where she was assist-
ant professor of household administra-
tion from 1904 to 1913. Then followed 
an interesting year of pioneer experi-
ence as dietitian of Cook County 
(Illinois) institutions. Her summers she 
spent mainly at the school of domestic 
science at Chautauqua, N. Y. 
V ARIED experience and good judg-
ment were only a few of the 
qualities possessed by Mrs. Norton which 
made her the logical person to fill the 
place of editor of the Journal of Home 
Economics left vacant in 1915. Under 
hm· editorship the number of issues in-
creased from five to twelve a year. The 
magazine increased in size and attract-
iveness but lost nothing of its scientific-
professional character. 
In 1921, Mrs. No1·ton accepted the in-
vitation to establish home economics 
courses in the Constantinople Women's 
College and spent two and a half years 
there demonstrating the value of home 
economics to her near Eastern students 
and to local hospitals and welfare work-
ers. 
:F'.rom the point of view of every home 
economics person but most particularly 
of the girls who live in the house named 
in her honor, the most significant thing 
about Alice P. Norton is that in the 
midst of aJl her active professional ca-
reer, she still found time to be a success-
f ul homemaker and companion to her 
children. She has demonstrated her own 
ability and set a goal for others to work 
for in translating theory into practice 
and in distinguishing essentials f1·om 
non-essentials in everyday life. 
As her f1·iend Anna Barrows has said, 
"Mrs. Norton lived home economics." 
TH P- new house, formerly Gray Cot-
tage, has been moved to a location 
just west of the Nursery School, and has 
been extensively remodelled and redec-
omted. On the first floor is the hall, the 
parlor, furnished in early American style, 
a study, a large sunny dining room, and 
a well arranged and very attractive kit-
chen. 
On the second floor there is a large 
central hall, the resident advisor's room, 
the nursery, two bed rooms and a large 
bathroom. 
'rhe third floor has been thrown into 
one large combination bedroom and 
Cod Bows t:o Salmon • • • 
New Sources of Vit:amins A and D Found 
THE color and quality should be an im-
portant factor in considering the 
selection of fish oils for their vitamin A 
and D potency. 
Due to the fact that cod liver oil is 
coming more and more into use because 
of its two-fold nutritive value, the vita· 
min A and D content, it seems necessary 
to find more available sources of vitamin 
in our own country. It has been found 
that salmon, catfish and many other com-
mon fishes used in the home for food 
contain body oils as high in vitamin A 
and D potency as the liver oil of the cod. 
We now have on the market fish oils 
other than cod liver oil which are as pure 
and contain as high content of vitamin 
A as the cod liver oil. One can usually 
distinguish the good and bad oils by the 
color ; those rich in A content are a 
golden straw color free from any for-
eign matter, while those that are darker 
study room, with adjoining bathroom, for 
four girls. The basement provides laun-
dering facilities and includes a water 
softener and stationary tubs. The house 
is adequately equipped with large a.nd 
convenient closets and is airy and spac-
ious throughout. 
Under the supervision of the Home 
Management Department, the house has 
heen chal'mingly decorated. The walls 
and woodwol'k are a light buff and color 
has been tastefully introduced in the rugs, 
curtains, pillows, pilltures and candle-
sticks. 
Alice P. Norton house accomodates, in 
addition to the resident advisor, Miss 
Esther Sommerfield, and the baby, K eith, 
eight gil'ls who are seniors in the Home 
Economics Divisio·n. 
or entirely free from color are to be 
shunned. The vitamin A potency of any 
given brand cannot be determined, ex-
cept for that particular lot under inves-
tigation, as the content varies from time 
to time as it is made. 
When comparing the characteristic 
"fishy" flavor of Cod liver oil with that 
of other fish oils, there seems to be 
little difference in the ease with which 
people accept the di:lllm\mt va.I'futies. 
Authorities discl'edit the belief that a 
person may have a natural aversion for 
fish oils. It has been found that chil-
dren started on fish oil in the first few 
weeks of life, seldom develop a distaste 
for it later. 
Farm Week Tops Scale 
(Continued from page 10) 
Department of Labor, Des Moines; Dr. 
FTank H. Richardson, Children's Clinic, 
Black Mountain, N. C.; Dr. George D. 
Stoddard, Director, Child Researc!I Sta-
tion, University of Iowa, Iowa City; Dr. 
C. J. Galpin, Head of the Division of 
}~arm Population and Rural Life, Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, Washington, 
D. C.; Dr. A. H. Ryan, Head of Hoover 
Research Laboratories, Chicago; and 
Clara Gebhard Snyder, U. S. Egg Society, 
Chicago. There were also important Farm 
Bureau members here who were on the 
pl'ograms, as well as membel's of the 
college faculty. 
A brave endeavor 
To do thy duty, whate'er its worth, 
Is better than life with love forever 
And love is the sweetest thing on earth . 


























How Did Your Pen Write Today? 
If it needs attention, our pen repair department 
will put it in writing condition. 
If it needs replacing, we have a wide 
assortment in 
PARKER PENS 
St:udent: Supply St:ore 
1 ________________ ~~~~~------------------···~ 
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I' Straight Short Hair Croquignole 
$5.00 
Permanent Waves 
7 Years Experience 
Field's Beauty Shop 
Phone 1069 
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I MADSEN & SON I Merchant Tailors I Cleaning and Dyeing 
1 213% :Main St. Phone 149 1 ! 
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THIS PICTURE IN OUR JUDGEMENT WILL BE 
AMONG THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF THE YEAR 
WITH ITS FINE CAST AND DIRECTION, IT SHOULD 
BE OF GENUINE INTEREST TO ALL LOVERS OF 
ALL AGES OF WHAT IS FINE AND TRUE IN MO-
TION PICTURES. 
SCREEN VAUDEVILLE- NEWS 
Two prices per yard, 
$1.49 and $1.98 
WOI Homemaker 
Half Hours 
Tuesday, Feb. 24-"Spring Style Fore-
cast," Hazel Brown, Clothing Special-
ist. 
"Economies in Using Household Equip-
ment," Esther Sommerfield, Home 
Management Department. 
Thursday, Feb. 26-"Afternoon Teas," 
Ida M:. Shilling, F'oods and Nutrition 
Department. 
Tuesday, March 3 -"Home Project 
Achievement Days," Mrs. N. May Lar-
son, Assistant Home Demonstration 
Agent Leader. 
"Fuel for the Farm and Urban Home," 
H. ·A. Sayre, Household Equipment 
Department. 
Thursday, :March 5-"Responsibility," 
Ma1·y K. Klepinger, Home Manage-
ment DepaTtment. 
"Uses of Electricity in the Home," 
Lenore SateT, Household Equipment 
Department. 
Tuesday, March 10-"Sea Weed and the 
Goiter Problem," Samh Field, Foods 
and Nutrition Department. 
Thursday, March 12-"Your College 
Gil·ls' Physical Needs and How to 
Solve Them," Winifred Tilden, Head, 
Physical Education Department. 
"Uses of Electricity in the Home," 
Lenore Sater, Household Equipment 
Depaitment. 
Tuesday, March 17-"Problems of tl1e 
Adolescent GiTl," Myrtle Hindermru1, 
Physical Education Department. 
Thursday, March 19-"Market Basket 
Wisdom," Viola Meints, Home Man-
agement Department. 
"Electricity in the Home," Lenore 
Sater, Household Equipment Depart-
ment_ 
Homemaking at: 60 Below 
(Continued from page 1) 
fall of the year, cru-ibou are plentiful 
and quite easy to obtain. More ardent 
hunte1·s also obtain moose and mountain 
sheep. Caribou and moose are used for 
steaks, pot roasts and stews, and are 
quite similar to beef. 
Wild ducks and geese are plentiful. 
Ptarmigan, grouse and rabbit are plenti-
ful in certain sections of the countTy, 
though rabbit is seldom eaten. 'rhe fish 
of the cold noTthern lakes and rivers ru·e 
delicious. Along the coast shell fish is 
abundant. 
Wild cranberries and blue berries grow 
profusely. Red raspberries are not so 
common, but are found wild. Cultivat-
ed rhubarb, carrots, cabbage, rutabagas, 
turnips, string beans, cauliflower, beets, 
swiss chard, peas, potatoes, lettuce and 
celery, grow to immense proportions and 
ru·e exceptionally sweet and tender. The 
long summer days make berries, vege-
tables and flowers grow rapidly. 
Tomatoes and cucumbers are grown in 
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hot houses. 'l'he. season is too short for 
maturity when grown out of doors. The 
wild cranberries are of two common var-
ieties. They a1·e named high and low 
bush according to their manner of grow-
ing. The low-bush berries are superior 
for jelly making. They are extremely 
tart, and combine well with dried or 
canned apples for jelly. 
The homemakers of the North are very 
capable. 'l'here is practically no domes-
tic help. One will find that the weaJthi-
est or most socially inclined woman is 
equally as capable of preparing a meal 
as she is of acting as hostess to a govern-
ment official from Washington. 
In the town of Fairbanks there is an 
airport, library, a very modern hospital, 
and a concrete theater which boasts a 
fine pipe organ and "talkies." The town 
is the terminus of 470 miles of govern-
ment railroad from the coast. In addi-
tion to up-to-date public schools, the 
farthest north Land Grant College-the 
Alaska College and School of MineSr-is 
Average sized beef tongue ..... . 
----------------------------------$2.00 to $2.50 
Ordinary cuts of beef or pork 
---------------------------------------------- .50 lb. 
Choice cuts of beef or pork 
-----·---------------------------------- .60-.65 lb. 
Bananas ---------------- ------------1.00 doz. 
Omnges __________________ 1.00 to 1.25 doz. 
Apples -------------------- .75 to 1.00 doz. 
Grapes -------------------- .50 to 1.00 lb. 
Eggs, shipped ---------- .60 to .80 doz. 
Eggs, local ----------------- --- -- ----1.25 doz. 
:E'resh milk ___________ ---------------- .25 qt. 
Fresh cream ------------------- -------1.00 pt. 
Fresh tomatoes, local ---------- .75 lb. 
Fresh toma.toes, shipped ________ .50 lb. 
When Alaska Goes Marketing 
located foUl' miles from Fairbanks. Thus 
homemakers have the opportunity of tak-
ing homemaking courses. 
During the extremely cold weather 
there are very few out-door sports, since 
rapid breathing would frost the lungs. 
But during the spring and fall t here is 
skiing, snow shoeing, skating and dog 
racing. Dances and parties are pop-
ular. In the summer there is tennis, 
golf, boating and swimming. 
\Vere I selecting a time to go north, it 
would be the first of August, for the 
mosquitoes and flies are about gone. 
Flowers are blooming, vegetables are ma-
tm·e, grains are being harvested, and the 
climate is ideal. 
It is little wonder that people say, 
"Once an Alaskan, always an Alaskan." 
Although the winters are long and cold 
and the country inaccessible, life in Alas-
ka is enjoyable. • 
It takes the finest type of homemakers 
to be pioneers-men and women of cour-
age and vision, of loyalty, friendliness, 
and unselfishness. 'l'hus you will find the 
homemakers of Alaska. 
~~-------------------~~i:~~~~~~;:~ 1 




1 Did You Lose a Pen? 1 
I I 
I I 
1 Let us put your name on your 1 I Pen and Pencil so they will I 
1 be returned if lost. 1 
I I 
I I 
I I I College Bool{_ Store 1 






































reqmre expert treat~ 
ment of Hands, Face 
and Hair. Memorial 
Union Beauty Shop 
Specializes 1n such 
service. 
Every Student is a Member o-f Memorial Union 
L------------------------------------------
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I LINCOLN WAY ..---- --------1 
1 PHARMACY I weJ~~e~exall ~~~~~o3o I 
~-----------------~ 
r···-·· ----------1 I PARNO'S 
I ! JEWELRY STORE 
I I 1 Cranford Building 1 
I t ~-------------------~ r-----------------, 
I REYNOLDS I I & IVERSEN I 
I STATIONERS I 
I I I Books, Stationery I 
I I I School and Office Supplies I I DOWNTOWN I 
~----------------------~ 
~---------------------·~ 
11 I The New 
II I Cottons for Spring 
I I 
'I are more interesting I 
than ever. 
I I 1 See them at 1 
I I 
I STEPHENSON'S I I OPPOSITE CAMPUS I I \Vhere the finest f a brics come from I 
~-----------------~ 
~--------------------~ I I 
I MELLBERG I II 1,1 BAKE 
I SHOP ! 
I I 
I I 
I •• I 
I •• I I I 
I Fancy Cakes and I I Pastries a Specialty I 
I .... I 
I •• I 
I I I Phone 178 I 
~----------·---- -.. -· 
Horticultural Hunches 
(Continued from page 3) 
Cool season crops, sown either directly 
in the garden or transplanted will re-
spond more quickly to the stimulus of 
chemical fertilizers. A little sodium ni-
trate or ammonium sulfate scattered 
along the row will bring surprising re-
sults. As a matter of fact, the home-
maker who wishes to have crisp, fresh, 
tasty vegetables will be concerned with 
only three items: an ·easily crumbled 
soil with sufficient nitrogen, an ample 
water supply, and an abundant exposure 
to sun-light. It is quite within the power 
of the homemaker to make these three 
items available to the plant. 
This is the time of year when the 
Homemaker loves to use the pruning 
shears and the spade. A word of caution 
may be offered in the use of the pruning 
shears. Agassiz once said: ''Study na-
ture, not books.'' Many homemakers 
have already done this, and they will re-
call that the 1930 grapes were produced 
on 1930 wood. The same is true of the 
1·aspberries. The 1931 crop will be pro-
duced on 1931 wood. The fruiting bran-
ches always come from wood of the pre-
vious season's growth. 
The raspberry canes which bore a crop 
last year will be observed to be dead. 
Their usefulness is past, and the old cane 
may well be removed, if it has not already 
been cut. A vigorous cane of 1930 
growth, however, is growing from the 
same root and this may be shortened back 
and trained into shape for easy picking 
and for more productive fruit . As spring 
comes on, a new cane of 1931 growth will 
be observed growing from the ground. 
When this has reached about the height 
of the shoulder the terminal may be 
pinched out to stimulate branching and 
to prevent rooting from the end of the 
cane between the row, in the case of the 
Blackcap raspberries. 
The grape will stand the most vigor-
ous pruning. More than three-fouths of 
last year's growth may be cut away, and 
that which remains should have not less 
than 40 nor more than 60 of last year's 
buds which will produce the fruiting cane 
of the present year. The most satisfac-
tory form of training is the 4-arm Knif-
fen method, and the illustration will show 
the homemaker how this may be accom-
plished. 
The gooseberries and raspberries grown 
on the home place will need little prun-
ing, except the removal of the whole canes 
that have grown old. 
Apple trees and cherry trees will pro-
bably need very little pruning, except 
the removal of dead and broken branches 
and those which plainly exclude the sun-
, light from reaching the center of the 
tree. Apples may continue to fruit on 
little branches year after year, for as 
high as 12 or 15 years. 
I CAMILLE BE AUTY SHOPPE 1 I Marcelling 50c, Finger Waving 50c Permanents $5.50 and $8.00 
l 
Soft Water Shampoos 50c 
Phone 162-J 129¥2 Main St. 
(Over Ed Coe's Seed Store) 
~--- Super;~~~;-~~~;;---1 
I While-U-Wait 1 I " BOB" WILLIAMS I I Across from Puritan Restaurant II 228 Main St. Ames, I owa 
~----------~------------~ 
f Q~~d;.~- Stu~~:----~ 
I F or Good Pictures 
l---------~~·o·n_e __ 2_s_. _______ ~ 
... -G-i~:~ou~~~:::-a_:fi_n_e_p-ie_c_e-1 
of Jewelry I 
for Remembrance 
I Many beautiful pieces, moderately priced. 
I 
I I L~~c·J!~:~~~:J 
~------------------------~ 
' I I I 
I I I SNAPPY I I STYLES I 
I I 
I I I Ill I 
1 Bright plain colors ' I I 
I and I I I 
1 clever sleeve trims I 




• •• I I • I 
I I 
I I I The Riekenberg Co. 1 
I STYLE SHOP I 
I I 
l ---------···· .1 
'Way Back in 1872 
They Learned Cooking Was a Science 
That was the year in which was laid the 
foundation for the Division of Home Eco~ 
nomics. No dietetics, nutrition, textiles-
not then! They taught simple cooking and 
sewing, and they had a "scrub lab"-real 
scrubbing, knees on the Roor! 
From that beginning Iowa State has built 
up the courses it now offers. Today' s pur~ 
pose is the same as that of 1 8 7 2-home~ 
making. But the methods and the approach 
are today combined with the ultimate in 
modern science, and the results ma~e those 
of 1872 look like-well, 1872. , ~\ 
Iowa State College 
Ames 
. ' 
Shades Are Up 
for Spring 
Colors are high, gay-sometimes plain, but 
often in prints, stripes, plaids, and paisleys. 
They're smart all of them-and they belong to 
the college girl and the campus. 
You '11 like going to class in this pastel Angora 
knit frock. Its two sparking buttons and wool 
yarn trim make is just right. Yours may be 
green, yellow, blue, or coral. Priced at $6.95. 
-- Misses' Shop --
And the perky silk print is a peppy portrayal 
of spring fashion-vt'-+h its bright print, half-
length sleeves, pepl101~~ct belt, and pleated collar and cuffs. 
~'s and teas. In three colors-$16.95. 
-- Misses' Shop --
It's the dress for spring 
Spring walking shoes are tied, and 
have slightly higher heels. This calf. 
skin oxford is one of a wide selection on 
the second floor. $6.85. 
You'll want net hose of sheerest silk 
mesh in shades to match each costume. 
$1.00 
YOUNKERS 
